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ABSTRACT
In this article we propose a new concept of adaptive telescopic high-altitude aerostat designed in a
modular form which allows for sequential changes of volume during the flight. The proposed
telescopic aerostat can be easily enlarged or contracted due to application of multi-segmented
construction, controllable segments’ couplings and proper adjustment of internal pressure by the use
of the additional gas tank, the controlling valve and the compressor [1]. Conducted changes of
aerostat volume allow to precisely establish the value of required lift force and to obtain desired path
of ascending and descending [2].
The paper briefly presents some ideas of possible technical solutions for modular construction and
controllable inter-segment couplings using smart materials actuators. Then, the mathematical model
of the aerostat vertical motion is derived and the control problems related to optimization of aerostat
trajectory are formulated using previous research works [3, 4]. The main emphasis is put on
elaboration of the vertical motion control strategies aimed at: i) reaching the subsequent predefined
altitudes in the shortest period of time, ii) reaching the subsequent altitudes with the smallest cost of
control (defined by total work done by compressor), iii) following the assumed vertical path with the
smallest total discrepancy and minimal cost of applied control.
The conducted numerical analyses prove that vertical mobility of the proposed adaptive telescopic
aerostats can be adjusted to various operational conditions. It is possible achieve desired altitudes
very fast, operate in very slow low-energetic manner and precisely track the desired vertical paths.
It can be concluded that adaptive telescopic aerostats offer exceptional vertical mobility and thus they
seem to be promising solution in many practical applications in the coming years.
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